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Abstract—Privacy is a key requirement for connected vehicles.
Cooperation between vehicles is mandatory for achieving location
privacy preservation. However, non-cooperative vehicles can be
a big issue to achieve this objective. To this end, we propose
a novel monetary incentive scheme for cooperative location
privacy preservation in 5G-enabled Vehicular Fog Computing.
This scheme leverages a consortium blockchain-enabled fog layer
and smart contracts to ensure a trusted and secure cooperative
Pseudonym Changing Processes (PCPs). We also propose opti-
mized smart contracts to reduce the monetary costs of vehicles
while providing more location privacy preservation. Moreover, a
resilient and lightweight Utility-based Delegated Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (U-DBFT) consensus protocol is proposed to ensure
fast and reliable block mining and validation. The performance
analysis shows that our scheme has effective incentive techniques
to stimulate non-cooperative vehicles and provides optimal mon-
etary cost management and secure, private, fast validation of
blocks.

Index Terms—5G-enabled Vehicular Fog Computing; Con-
sortium Blockchain; Location Privacy; Incentive Mechanisms;
Pseudonym Changing;

I. I NTRODUCTION

5G communication technologies are expected to revolu-
tionize Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs). Vehicular
networks are the main component of ITS that is taking part
in this revolution to enable high bandwidth and ultra-low
latency for 5G-enabled V2X services [1]. Empowered by fog
computing paradigm, 5G-enabled Vehicular Fog Computing
(5GVFC) is addressing limitations of traditional vehicular
networks in terms of latency, improving safety, mobility, and
driver experience during journeys [2]. 5GVFC has already
demonstrated its benefits in several V2X domains such as task
offloading [3], data caching [4], data collection [5], and data
sharing [6] and it is also envisioned to support V2X security
and privacy services. Inherited from traditional vehicular net-
works, location privacy is still a complex issue in 5GVFC.
5G-enabled V2X services and applications such as collision
avoidance, cooperative driving, and traffic management rely
on the periodic broadcast of safety-related messages, known as
beacons. These beacons are aiming at establishing cooperative
awareness between vehicles [7]. However, these beacons carry
sensitive information such as position, speed, velocity, and
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heading, which may threaten the location privacy of vehicles’
users. Indeed, these messages could easily be eavesdropped
by a passive adversary who can link these messages with their
corresponding vehicles’ identifiers and track the trajectory of
the vehicle during its journey, which violates the location
privacy of drivers [8]. One solution to avoid tracking vehicles
from their transmitted beacons is the use of multiple tem-
porary identifiers, called pseudonyms. Vehicles periodically
change their pseudonyms to achieve the unlikeability between
their beacons. This solution, called the Pseudonym-Changing
approach, is already part of vehicular security standards
[9, 10]. However, if only one vehicle changes its pseudonym,
the attacker can easily link between its pseudonyms due to
pseudonym syntactic linking attacks [11]. A set of strategies
has been proposed to ensure cooperation between vehicles
in Pseudonym Changing Processes (PCPs) [12]. However,
these strategies fail to provide the required protection with
the presence of non-cooperative vehicles, which tend not to
get involved in PCPs. This non-cooperative behavior is mainly
due to the rationality and the selfishness of vehicles that aim
at increasing their privacy levels and saving their pseudonyms
to avoid the costs generated from requesting new pseudonym
sets.
Over the past few years, some incentive mechanisms have been
proposed to stimulate vehicles to cooperate in PCPs. These
mechanisms can be classified according to the used incentive
tool into two categories: (i) game theory-based incentive mech-
anisms [13–15], and (ii) reputation-based mechanisms [16,
17]. However, in game theory-based incentive mechanisms,
vehicles cooperate only if the payoffs are greater than costs.
Also, the complexity of the game-theoretical system increase
with the number of players in the system [18]. Indeed, the
Nash equilibrium solution is usually hard to achieve due to the
dynamic properties that characterize vehicular networks. On
the other hand, reputation-based mechanisms including cen-
tralized and distributed mechanisms, are an easy target for in-
ternal attackers, which can exploit the stored reputation values
for their self-interests. These mechanisms are also vulnerable
to denial of service attacks aiming at breaking the reputation
system. Besides this, the two categories propose non-monetary
incentive mechanisms, which make it difficult for vehicles to
benefit from cooperation for recovering pseudonym-changing
costs. Blockchain technology has recently emerged to enable
secure transactions among distributed entities through the use
of an immutable ledger, cryptocurrency, and the execution
of smart contracts [19]. Entities are executing a consensus
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protocol for validation of transactions, generation of blocks,
and building of hash chain over blocks [20]. Few schemes have
recently used this technology for pseudonyms shuttling and
revocation processes in vehicular networks [21, 22]. However,
none of these schemes have exploited blockchain to support
PCPs. Also, these schemes use the proof-of-work (POW)
consensus protocol, which is proved that it wastes a lot of
energy and has slow validation of transactions in blockchain
systems [23], [24].
In this paper, to address the aforementioned issues, we propose
a novel monetary incentive scheme for cooperative location
privacy in 5G-enabled vehicular fog computing. This scheme
relies on consortium blockchain deployed in a fog layer and
on smart contracts to achieve a trusted and secure cooperation
between vehicles in PCPs. Optimized smart contracts are
also proposed to reduce the monetary costs of vehicles while
providing more location privacy preservation. Our scheme
leverages a resilient Utility-based Delegated Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (U-DBFT) consensus protocol to ensure fast and
reliable block mining and validation. Simulation and analytic
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is effective to
ensure successful and secure PCPs.

The main contributions of this paper can then be summa-
rized as follows:

• We propose a secure and privacy-preserving architecture
for cooperative location privacy preservation between
vehicles in 5G-enabled vehicular fog computing.

• We design one-to-many smart contracts to achieve trusted
and secure cooperation between a pseudonym changing
requestor and a set of pseudonym changing cooperators
in PCPs.

• Leveraging k-means clustering algorithm, we propose
optimized smart contracts aiming at establishing many-
to-many smart contracts between a set of pseudonym
changing requestors and a set of pseudonym changing
cooperators for reducing the monetary costs of vehicles
while providing more location privacy preservation.

• We propose an efficient U-DBFT consensus protocol that
provides fast consensus rounds and high resilience to
faulty and malicious nodes.

• We carry out a set of simulations and analytic evalua-
tions for evaluating the cooperative behavior compared
to existing cooperation strategies and for performing
monetary and blockchain analysis using both standard
smart contacts and optimized smart contracts. We also
formulate a non-cooperative security game to capture
different malicious behaviors in the proposed scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are described in Section II. The proposed architecture
for cooperative location privacy preservation is presented in
Section III. Section IV describes the designed smart con-
tract for cooperative pseudonym changing. Section V presents
optimized smart contracts. The U-DBFT consensus protocol
is described in Section VI. The results of the performance
evaluation are presented in Section VII. Section VIII discusses
the obtained results and performs a security analysis of our
scheme. A conclusion is given in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Pseudonym Changing strategies

During the last few years, several Pseudonym Changing
Strategies (PCSs) have been proposed to prevent pseudonym
linking attacks. These strategies are classified into two cat-
egories [12]: (i) Mix-zone-based strategies, and (ii) Mix-
context-based strategies. In the former category, the PCP only
occurs on predefined road areas, called mix-zones. We mention
as examples of these strategies: (i)Freudiger et al. (a)[25],
which proposed to install Cryptographic Mix (CMIX) zones on
road intersections where all safety messages are encrypted, (ii)
Lu et al.[15], which proposed to perform PCPs at Social Spots
such as signalized intersections and parking lots, and (iii)
Boualouache and al. (a)[26], which proposed to stop broad-
casting safety messages at signalized intersections only while
the traffic light is red. On the other hand, mix-context-based
strategies can occur everywhere, and whenever the predefined
context is found. We mention as examples of these strategies:
Gerlach et al. [27], which proposed that a vehicle changes
its pseudonym only if it detectsk neighboring vehicles at a
distance smaller than the minimal distance and has a similar
direction with it within its communication range, (ii)Wasef
et al. [28], which introduced Random Encryption Periods
(REPs). When a vehicle decides to change its pseudonym,
it sends a request to its neighbors for starting a REP. During
a REP, safety messages are encrypted using a shared group
key, and (iii)Boualouache et al. (b)[11], which proposed the
Traffic-aware PCS, where vehicles continuously monitor the
road traffic status to find optimal locations where the silent
mix zone (SM) can be established. However, although the
important number of strategies that have been proposed, only a
few of them propose incentive mechanisms to stimulate non-
cooperative vehicles to participate in PCPs. These incentive
mechanisms are described in the next section.

B. Incentive mechanisms of PCS

Incentive mechanisms for PCPs can be classified into the
two following categories:
Game theory-based incentive mechanisms:Lu et al. [15]
demonstrated the feasibility of Social Spots strategy using
a simplified game-theoretic to demonstrate the feasibility of
the proposed strategy assuming that all vehicles are rational.
Freudiger et al.[13] proposed a game-theoretical model that
takes into account each vehicle’s gained payoff and the costs
to decide whether to cooperate or no in PCP.Du et al. [14]
proposed the AVATAR scheme that generates a number of
virtual nodes in the proximity of a node and allows both
virtual and real nodes to make a coordinated PCP. A reward
mechanism based on a multiunit discriminatory auction game
is also proposed to stimulate each node to participate in PCPs.
However, in these mechanisms, vehicles cooperate only if the
payoffs are greater than costs. Also, the complexity of the
game-theoretical system increase with the number of players
in the system [18]. Indeed, the Nash equilibrium solution is
usually hard to achieve due to the dynamic properties that
characterize vehicular networks.
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Reputation-based incentive mechanisms:Ying et al. [16]
proposed that each vehicle establishes its mix zone with the
assistance of third trusted units, called Control Servers (CSs).
A reputation-based mechanism is also proposed to stimulate
non-cooperative vehicles to cooperate in other vehicles’ mix
zones. The reputation value of each vehicle is maintained by
CSs, which increases it each time the vehicle cooperates in a
mix-zone of another vehicle. The accumulated reputation value
is used as a credit when a vehicle requests to create its mix-
zone. The authors in [17] also proposed a reputation-based
mechanism to motivate rational vehicles to enter Vehicular
Location Privacy Zones (VLPZs). These zones are dedicated
to perform PCPs and are managed by public or private
organizations. Vehicles with low privacy levels can access
VLPZs only their reputation values are above or equal to
a certain threshold. VLPZs frequently sends invitations to
vehicles to increase the number of vehicles inside them. The
reputation value of a vehicle will be increased or decreased
depending on whether the vehicle accepts or refuses the
invitation respectively. However, reputation-based mechanisms
including centralized and distributed mechanisms, are an easy
target for internal attackers, which can exploit the stored
reputation values for their self-interests. These mechanisms are
also vulnerable to denial of service attacks aiming at breaking
the reputation system.

C. Blockchain

Blockchain is a distributed and immutably distributed
ledger to enable secure transactions among distributed entities
[20]. There are two types of blockchain structures: public
blockchain and consortium blockchain. While in the public
blockchain every entity can build and verify blocks, in the
consortium blockchain only a group of authorized members
can to this. Unlike the public blockchain, the consortium
blockchain is more suitable for energy-constrained and delay-
sensitive networks with low energy and time consumption for
achieving consensus [29]. Moreover, smart contracts (SCs) are
scripts or programs residing on the blockchain in which the
execution results are verified by miners. Their deployments
and executions are triggered by users through transactions
[30]. Recently several studies have proposed blockchain-based
solutions to secure vehicular edge computing [31]. Li et
al [32] proposed, CreditCoin, a privacy-preserving incen-
tive announcement scheme based on blockchain to secure
vehicular communications. Zhang and Chen. [33] proposed
a data security sharing and storage system based on the
consortium blockchain. Wang and al. [34] propose a secure
charging system for electric vehicles based on smart SCs
and consortium blockchain. Wang et al. [35] proposed, Park-
ingchain, a permissioned vehicular blockchain for secure and
efficient resource sharing in vehicular edge computing (VEC)
consisting of parked vehicles (PVs). The authors of [21, 22]
exploit blockchain to propose a shuttle and revocation scheme
of pseudonym sets. The blockchain network is composed of
entities called Pseudonym Manager (PMs). Each PM receives
expired pseudonym sets from vehicles and packages and
broadcasts them in the blockchain network. Each PM uses

its algorithm to shuffle the pseudonym sets and the obtain the
results are added block. The proof of work (PoW) consensus
protocol is used to determine the mining node that inserts the
block into the ledger. Once the consensus is achieved, the
public key infrastructure updates the links between the real
identifiers of vehicles and their correspondent pseudonym sets
and publishes them into the blockchain. However, none of
these schemes have exploited blockchain to support coopera-
tive PCPs. In addition, the POW consensus protocol wastes
a lot of energy and has slow validation of transactions in
blockchain systems.

In Table I, we compare our scheme with relevant state-of-
the-art schemes. As we can in Table I (a), unlike location
privacy incentive schemes [13, 14, 16, 17], our scheme exploits
blockchain technology and smart contracts to provide secure
cooperation between vehicles in PCPs. In addition, our scheme
adopts a monetized realistic approach, which allows vehicles
exploiting payments gained from cooperation for covering
pseudonym changing costs. Moreover, our proposed scheme
is generic .i.e it is independent of the applied pseudonym
changing strategy. On the other hand, unlike [21, 22] presented
in Table I (b), our scheme exploits the blockchain technology
to support pseudonym changing strategies. In addition, our
scheme uses a lightweight consensus protocol that consumes
less energy than PoW.

TABLE I: A comparison of our scheme with relevant state-of-
the-art schemes.

(a)

Solution
Incentive
Mechanism S

ec
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e

M
on

et
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ed

G
en
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ic

Freudiger et al. [13] Game Theory X
AVATAR [14] Game Theory
MPSVLP [16] Reputation
PRIVANET [17] Reputation
Our Scheme Smart Contract X X X

(b)

Solution Goal
Consensus
Protocol

Bao et al.[21] Pseudonym management PoW
Lei et al. [22] Pseudonym revocation PoW

Our Scheme Pseudonym charging
U-DBFTand incentive scheme

III. B LOCKCHAIN-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR

COOPERATIVE LOCATION PRIVACY PRESERVATION

In this section, we present our blockchain-based architecture
for cooperative location privacy preservation in 5G-enabled
vehicular fog computing. This section is structured as fol-
lows. We first describe the considered system model. We
then present the system’s initialization. Finally, we describe
the attacker model. Table II presents the abbreviations and
notations used throughout the paper.
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TABLE II: Abbreviations and notations used throughout the
paper.

Notation Description
PCP Pseudonym Changing Process
BS Base Station
CA Certification authority
PCR Pseudonym-Changing Requester
PCC Pseudonym-Changing Cooperator
(PKbsj , Certbsj ) bsj ’s (public key, certificate)
(addressvi , balancevi ) vi’s (account address, balance)
(Repvi , Kvi,k) vi’s (reputation,kth pseudonym)
Contract address the smart contract’s address
IDpcr PCR’s ID
(IDpcci , πpcci ) PCCi’s (ID,payment)
C PCP ’s price
σ Penalty’s price
depositpcr PCR’s deposit
depositpcci PCCi’s deposit
CZ Candidature Zone
sizeCZ CZ’s size
SSC Standard Smart Contract
OSC Optimized Smart Contract
Ubsi bsi’s Utility value
Scorepcri pcri’s score
Scorepccj pccj ’s score
maxtp Maximum processing time
maxtc Maximum consensus time
Ω The set of consensus members

A. System Model

Fig. 1: Blockchain-based architecture for cooperative location
privacy preservation in 5G-enabled vehicular fog computing

As illustrated in Figure 1, we consider a 5G-enabled ve-
hicular fog computing architecture consisting of two lay-
ers. The infrastructure layer includes vehicles equipped with
V2X technology. In this layer, communications are multi-
hop Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V). Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
communications are only used to communicate with the 5G-
fog layer. This latter consists of several Base Stations (BSs)
acting as fog nodes with sufficient data storage, processing,
and computing capabilities, and distributed over a specific ge-
ographic perimeter. All BSs are connected through secure 5G
links. We also consider that eachbsj is equipped with a con-
sortium blockchain hosting transactions and SCs for enabling

secure cooperation between vehicles. Vehicles should carry
out coordinated PCPs to protect their location privacy. They
can then request PCPs from their neighbors. However, they
cannot be sure that their neighbors will cooperate with them,
which leads to the failure of PCPs. Consequently, vehicles
may ask for support from our scheme. Indeed, 5G blockchain-
based fog layer is acting as a controller of PCPs. All vehicles
involved in these PCPs are protected by SCs while cooperation
transactions are recorded in the consortium blockchain. In the
following, we define a Pseudonym-Changing Requester (PCR)
as each vehicle requests to perform a PCP i.e it requests
to change its pseudonym with the neighboring vehicles. We
also define a Pseudonym-Changing Cooperator (PCC) as each
vehicle that participates in a PCP. The fog layer allows the
rapid processing of the PCP’s procedure from the PCR’s
request to the execution of the SC.

B. System Initialization

To implement an efficient cooperation between vehicles,
before joining to the systems, vehicles and BSs register
with the Certification Authority (CA). Specifically, during
the registration, eachbsj is equipped with legitimate identity
consisting of a private keySKbsj , a public keyPKbsj , and a
public certificateCertbsj respectively. On the other hand, each
vehiclevi is equipped with a legitimate identity consisting of a
private keySKvi , a public keyPKvi , and a public certificate
Certvi respectively. Each vehiclevi also gets an account
accountvi , which includes its wallet addressaddressvi , its
account balancebalancevi, its reputation valueRepvi . More-
over, each vehiclevi is pre-loaded with a set ofs pseudonyms
Kvi,k where k∈ 1, ..., s, which are public keys certified by the
CA. For each pseudonymKvi,k, the CA provides a certificate
Certvi,k(Kvi,k). To ensure the authentication and integrity of
information, asymmetric encryption is used in the architec-
ture. Safety messages are properly signed with a private key
K−1

vi,k
corresponding to the pseudonymKvi,k. A certificate is

attached to each message to enable other vehicles to verify the
sender’s authenticity. In addition, each entity (vehicle/BS) is
equipped with a security defense agent for thwarting internal
attacks defined in subsection III-C. Each vehicle periodically
broadcasts a safety message every t millisecond, where each
message includes a location, a timestamp, a velocity, and
a content. On the other hand, to maintain the privacy of
vehicles in the blockchain, pseudonyms considered as the
source address for verifying the authenticity of transactions.
Pseudonyms are also used as account addresses. To this end,
only CA still knows the relationship between the real identifier
of the vehicle and its corresponding pseudonyms.

C. Attack Model

Malicious entities (vehicles/BSs) can have a significant
impact on the scheme. In the following, we identify three types
of attackers.

1) Malicious PCR: a malicious PCR can request to
execute a PCP without having enough money in its
balance or it can pretend that one or several PCC(s)
didn’t change its/their pseudonym(s) in the PCP.
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2) Malicious PCC: to be rewarded, a malicious PCC can
pretend that it changes its pseudonym in PCP, but in
reality it did not.

3) Malicious BS: a malicious BS tries to tamper PCP’s
related information such as reputations and data received
from vehicles to increase its benefits.

Malicious entities can launch internal and denial of service
attacks. They can also launch more advanced attacks like
strategic attacks, where attackers disguise as PCCs first and
then timely switch to malicious behaviors to threaten the
proposed scheme.

IV. COOPERATIVEPSEUDONYM CHANGING SMART

CONTRACT

In this section, we design a SC aiming at ensuring trust
cooperation between vehicles and stimulating them to par-
ticipate in PCPs. Each SC has a unique contract address
(Contract address) and maintains a set of state variables in-
cluding the identifier of the PCR(IDpcr), the account address
of the PCR(accountpcr), the identifiers of PCCs{ IDpcc1,...,
IDpccn}, the account addresses of PCCs{accountpcc1,...,
accountpccn}, the price of the PCPC .i.e the total number
of coins the PCR that pays for the PCCs. The contract also
includes the number of coins to pay for each PCC{πpcc1 ,...,
πpccn}, the penalty price (σ) applied to a PCC if case of non
cooperation,ρ is the service ratio to calculate the number
of coins to pay network operators managing BSs fromC,
the time when a PCR requests the creation of the smart
contrat(trequest), the time when the SC is effectively created
(creation time), the time when the PCP is performed (tpcp),
and the closing time of the SC(close time). In addition, to
protect against malicious PCR and PCCs, the PCR and each
PCC should move a deposit from their wallet addresses to
the contract address. Specifically, the PCR and PCCs should
move numbers of coins to(depositpcr) and {depositpcc1,...,
depositpccn} respectively. Algorithm 1 describes the imple-
mentation of the SC. The pseudonym changing SC consists of
one public function, which can be called by vehicles, and four
private functions, which can only locally be called by the BS.

A. Create

When a vehicle vi (PCR) wants to execute a
PCP, it needs to call the create function. Thus, it
sends a request to the nearestbsj : Reqpcr−→bsj =
EPKbsj (addrpcr ||c||locpcr||Kpcr||SigKpcr

||CertKpcr
||ts).

This request is encrypted byPKbsj and includes the PCR’s
account address(addrpcr), the price to pay to perform this
operation (c), the current location(locpcr), PCR’s current
pseudonym(Kpcr), the corresponding signature(Sig(Kpcr)),
certificate(CertKpcr

), and a timestampts. Oncebsj receives
a request from a PCR, it first checksReppcr andbalancepcr
to verify if its reputation is positive and it has enough coins to
pay for PCCs and service fees in step (9). If the condition is
satisfied, the SC is created and a unique identifier is assigned
to the contract address in step (10), which consists of the
hash value of the concatenation of the timestamp and the
current pseudonym of the PCR. The state variables (IDpcr

Algorithm 1: Cooperative Pseudonym Changing
Smart Contract

1 State variables:;
2 Contract address, IDpcr, {IDpcc1 ,..., IDpccn};
3 accountpcr, {accountpcc1 ..., accountpccn};
4 C, σ, {πpcc1 , πpcc2 ,..., πpccn};
5 {depositpcc1 , depositpcc2 ,..., depositpccn} trequest,
depositpcr, tpcp, creation time close time;

77 public Create()
8 Input: Reqpcr−→bsj ;
9 if (Reppcr > 0) and (balancepcr >= c(1 + ρ) ) then

10 Contract address ←− H(ts || Kpcr) ;
11 IDpcr ←− Kpcr ; accountpcr ←− addrpcr;
12 depositpcr ←− Move(balancepcr, c);
13 C ←− c ; σ ←− c ; trequest ←− ts ;
14 else
15 Reppcr ←− (Reppcr - 1) ; Consensus() ;
16 end
1818 private Negotiate()
19 Input: { Mesv1−→bsj ,..., Mesvm−→bsj } ;
20 {v1,..., vl} ←− Match({locv1 ,... , locvm}, locpcr , sizecz)

;
21 {πv1 ,...,πvl} ←− formula (1);
22 ∀ vi ∈ {v1,..., vl} : Send (Mesbsj−→vi (πvi ,σ)) ;
2424 private Deploy()
25 Input: {Resp

v1−→bsj
msg ,..., Resp

vl−→bsj
msg } ;

26 {pcc1,..., pccn′}, {v1,..., vl−n′} ←− Analyze
({Resp

v1−→bsj
msg ,..., Resp

vl−→bsj
msg });

27 for vi ∈ {pcc1,..., pccn′} do
28 if (balancevi > 0) then
29 IDpcci ←− Kvi ; accountpcci ←− addrvi ;
30 πpcci ←− formula (1);
31 if (balancevi >= σ ) then
32 depositpcci ←− Move(balancepcci , σ);
33 Repvi ←− (Repvi + 1);
34 else
35 depositpcci ←− Move(balancepcci );
36 Repvi ←− (Repvi + 0.5);
37 end
38 end
39 end
40 ∀ vi ∈ {v1,..., vl−n′}: Repvi ←− (Repvi - 1);
41 if Consensus()==true then
42 creation time ←− timestamp ; set(tpcp);
43 Send (Confbj−→pcr(tpcc));
44 ∀ vi ∈ {pcc1,..., pccn}:

Send (Confbj−→vi(tpcc));
45 end
4747 private Invoke()
48 Input: Fbpcr−→bsj , {Fbpcc1−→bsj ,...,Fbpccn−→bsj } ;
49 Execute contract() ; Close();
5151 private close()
52 close time ←− timestamp ; Consensus();

and accountpcr) related to PCR are also initialized in steps
(11) and a deposit ofc coins is moved frombalancepcr
to depositpcr in step (12).C, σ, and trequest are also
initialized in step (13). However, if the PCR tries to execute a
PCP without having enough coins in its balance, the request
is refused and the reputation value of the PCR is decreased
in step (15). A consensus process should also be done latter
to update the blockchain ledger.
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B. Negotiate

After creating the SC, a set of PCCs should be se-
lected to participate with the PCR in the next PCP. For
this reason, eachbsj keeps monitoring vehicles under its
coverage. Since the privacy level is not part of the stan-
dard structure of the beacon, each vehicle (vi) then pe-
riodically broadcasts a message tobsj : Mesvi−→bsj =
EPKbsj (locvi ||pvvi ||Kvi ||SigKvi

||CertKvi
||ts). This mes-

sage is encrypted byPKbsj and includes the current position
of the vehicle(locvi) and its privacy level(pvvi). It also
includes vi’s current pseudonym(Kvi), the corresponding
signature(SigKvi

), certificate(CertKvi
), and timestamp(ts).

This message should be encrypted since the privacy level is
private information. Sharing this information can have social
impacts on drivers.

Fig. 2: Candidature zone for a given PCR

In step (20), once a PCR’s request is received bybsj,
it matches between the received request and the monitoring
(m) vehicles to select thel vehicles {v1,..., vl} from the
candidature zone of the PCR. As illustrated in Figure 2,
the Candidature Zone(CZ) is defined as the road area that
contains the potential candidate vehicles that can cooperate
with the PCR in its PCP. More specifically,CZ is a circle
whose center is the position of the vehicle and its radius
is the size ofCZ, denoted assizeCZ. After selecting the
potential cooperative candidates,bsj calculates the number of
coins to pay for each candidate vehicle{πv1 ,..., πvl}. The
need to participate in the PCP is different from a vehicle
to another according to its current privacy level. In addition,
the reputation value of a vehicle is a good indicator of the
level of cooperation of vehicles. To this end, we adopt the
payment of cooperative vehicles according to their privacy
levels and their reputation values. In other words, vehicles
with high privacy levels and reputation values will be paid
more for rewarding them for their cooperative behavior and for
their sacrifices since their need to change their pseudonyms is
weak compared to other vehicles. In step (21), the payments
of vehicles are calculated according to their privacy levels and
reputation values using the following formula:

πvi =
repvi ∗ pvvi

∑l

j=1(repvj ∗ pvvj )
∗ C (1)

In step (22), once of the calculation of the payments of
cooperative vehicles is done,bsj sends a message for each
selected vehicle:Mesbsj−→vi = EKvi(πvi ||σ||SigPKbsj

||ts).
This messages is encrypted by the current vehicle’s pseudonym
(Kvi) and includes the number of coins(πvi ), which the
vehicle will receive in case of cooperation, the penalty price

(σ) applied to the vehicle in case of no respect of SC’s clauses,
and the signature(SigPKbsj

) and the timestampts.

C. Deploy

Before deploying the SC into the consortium
blockchain, bsj needs to wait for responses from
candidates vehicles to check their willingness
to participate in the PCP: Resp

vi−→bsj
msg =

EPKbsj (respvi ||addrvi ||Kvi ||SigKvi
||CertKvi

||ts).
These responses are encrypted byPKbsj and include
the cooperation decision of the candidate vehicle(respvi),
(vi)’account address(addrvi), vi’s current pseudonym(Kvi),
the corresponding signature(SigKvi

), certificate(CertKvi
),

and timestamp(ts).
In step (26), the response messages are analyzed to dis-

tinguish between cooperative vehicles and non-cooperative
vehicles. The balance of each cooperative vehicle is checked
in step (28). If the balance is positive, the vehicle assigned
as an PCC and its related parameters (IDpcci, accountpcci)
are initialized in step (29). In step (30), a recalculation of the
vehicle’s payment using the formula 1 is also necessary since
the number of selectedl vehicles may differ from the number
of cooperative vehicles. In addition, in step (31),bj checks
if the vehicle has enough coins to pay for the penaltyσ (if
applicable). If the check passes, then a deposit ofσ coins is
moved from the vehicle’s balance to the contract address in
step (32) and the vehicle’s reputation is increased by 1 in step
(33). Otherwise, existing coins in the vehicle’s balance are
moved to the contract address in step (35) but the vehicle’s
reputation is increased by only 0.5 in step (35). On the other
hand, the reputations values of all non-cooperative vehicles
(l − n′) will be decreased by 1 in step (40).

In this stage, the SC is ready to be deployed into the
blockchain. After reaching consensus in the consortium
blockchain, the SC is successfully deployed and can be
accessed by all the blockchain nodes. Once the contract is
deployed,bsj setscreation time and tpcp in step (42). Then,
it sends a confirmation message to the PCR :Conf bsj−→pcr =
EKpcri(Contract address||tpcp||SigPKbsj

||ts) in
step (43). A confirmation is also sent to each PCC
{pcc1,..., pccn} in step (44): Conf bsj−→pcci =
EKpcci(Contract address||tpcp||πpcci ||SigPKbsj

||ts).
The confirmations message include the contract address
(Contract address), (tpcp), the signatureSigPKbsj

and the
timestampts. In addition,Conf bsj−→pcci includes the amount
of coins should each PCC gets after having participated in
the PCP.

D. Invoke

This function is automatically called bybsj as soon as
(t >= tpcp) to perform necessary transactions and finan-
cial settlements. This function needs an input from the
PCR and each PCC to verify whether PCP is executed
according to the SC clauses. Necessary penalties followed
by decreasing reputation values are also applied to mali-
cious PCCs. Specifically, PCR sends a feedback message
to bsj : Fbpcr−→bsj = EPKbsj (Contract address||{pcc1,...,
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pccn}||Kpcr||SigKpcr
||CertKpcr

||ts). This message is en-
crypted by PKbsj and includes the contract address
(Contract address), the pseudonyms of vehicles that change
their pseudonyms in the PCR’s PCP. This message also
includes PCR’s current pseudonym(Kpcr), the corresponding
signature(SigKpcr

), certificate(CertKpcr
), and a timestamp

(ts). Each PCC should also send a feedback message to
bsj to confirm its participation in the PCP:Fbpcci−→bsj =
EPKbsj (Contract address||Kpcci ||K

′

pcci
||SigKpcci

||
CertKpcci

||ts). This message is also encrypted(PKbsj ) and
includes the contract address(Contract address), the PCR’s
current pseudonym(Kpcci), the PCR’s previous pseudonym
(K

′

pcci
), the corresponding signatureSigKpcci

, certificate
CertKpcci

, and timestampts. Oncebsj receives these con-
firmation messages, it executes the SC is in step (49). Thus,
the financial transactions concerning payments and penalties
are generated and prepared for block building. Finally, the
functionClose() is called for running the consensus progress
and closing the smart contact.

E. Close

This function starts by deactivating all the functions of
the SC and assigning the close time (close time). Then, a
consensus process is executed in step (52) to update the ledger,
as described in Section VI.

V. SMART CONTRACT OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we propose an optimization for the
pseudonym cooperation SC. The goals of this optimization are
to (i) minimize the number of smart contracts managed by the
scheme, (ii) reduce the price paid by PCRs, and (iii) increase
the location privacy levels obtained in PCPs. To implement the
SC optimization process, during∆T1, bsj collects requests for
PCRs. At the end of this period,bsj runs a k-means algorithm
[36] to group PCRs into clusters according to their positions
and their directions. PCRs within the same cluster will par-
ticipate in the same PCP. In the following, we denote the SC
described in the previous section IV as the Standard SC (SSC).
The Optimized SC (OSC) is derived from the SSC and its im-
plementation is given in Algorithm 2. Unlike the SSC, which
is one-to-many SC between one PCR and multiple PCCs,
the OSC is a many-to-many SC between multiple PCRs and
multiple PCRs. Thus, in the OSC, the state variablesIDpcr,
accountpcr, depositpcr are replaced by{IDpcr0 ,...,IDpcrn},
{accountpcr0,...,accountpcrn}, {depositpcr0,...,depositpcrn}
respectively. The OSC contains the same functions as the SSC,
but all of them are private. In the following, we present the
main optimizations in these functions:

A. Create

Unlike the SSC, the functioncreate turns to private in
the OSC. As aforementioned, an OSC is created for each
cluster of PCRs. Thecreate function then takes the group
of requests belonging to the same cluster as an input. For
each requestReqpcri−→bsj (ci), bsj checks if the vehicle has
a positive reputation and enough coins to pay for the PCP. If

this condition is satisfied, the vehicle will be assigned as a
pcri and its related state variables (IDpcri , accountpcri) will
be initialized in steps (9) and (10) respectively. In addition,
in step (11), a number of coins (ci) is moved from the PCR’s
balance to the contract address as a deposit(despositpcri),
and, in step (12),trequest is initialized. However, in the case
of the vehicle’s balance is less thanci, its reputation value is
decreased in step (15). Thus, a consensus process is necessary
later in step (18) to keep the values of reputation updated
in the ledger. Furthermore, in step (19), the contract address
is initialized to the hash of the concatenated pseudonyms of
PCRs and the timestamp. Also, in step (20), the total number
of coins to pay (costs) for the PCP is initialized by the average
number of coins offered by PCRs, which is calculated using
the following formula:

C =
1

n

n
∑

j=1

cj (2)

Since the reputation values of PCRs are different, we propose
to adapt the contribution of each PCR in the total costs (C)
according to its reputation in step 21. In other words, PCRs
with high reputation values will pay less more than other
vehicles. The contribution of each of PCR is computing using
the following formula:

contribi =
C

Reppcri ∗
∑n

j=1
1

Reppcrj

(3)

B. Negotiate

In step 26, unlike the SSC, the OSC matches between the
positions of monitoring vehicles and PCRs’ positions of the
same cluster to select the candidate vehicles. Therefore, as
shown in Figure 3, the CZ of the OSC is the union of CZs of
these PCRs.

Fig. 3: Candidature zone for the optimized smart contract.

C. Deploy

The OSC executes the same code as the SSC. Except, in step
36, once the contract is deployed,bsj sends a confirmation
to each PCR specifying thecontract address, tpcc and its
contribution to the total costs of the PCP (contribpcr), which
is calculated using the formula 3.

D. Invoke

Compared to the SSC, the OSC takes feedback for each
PCR participating in the PCP.
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Algorithm 2: Optimized Smart contract implementa-
tion algorithm

1 State variables:;
2 {IDpcr1 ,...,IDpcrn}, {accountpcr1 ,...,accountpcrn},
{depositpcr1 ,...,depositpcrn}, {contribpcr1 ,...,contribpcrn};

44 @Override
5 private Create()
6 Input: group({ Reqpcr1−→bsj (c1),...,

Reqpcrn−→bsj (cn)}) ;
7 for i ∈ {0,..., n} do
8 if (Reppcri > 0) and (balancepcri >= c) then
9 IDpcri ←− Kpcri ;

10 accountpcri ←− addrpcri ;
11 depositpcri ←− Move(balancepcri , ci);
12 trequest ←− ts;
13 ca ←− ca || Kpcri ;
14 else
15 Reppcri ←− (Reppcri - 1);
16 end
17 end
18 Consensus();
19 Contract address ←− H(ts || ca);
20 C ←− formula (2); σ ←− formula (2) ;
21 contribpcri ←− formula (3);
2323 @Override
24 private Negotiate()
25 Input: { Mesv1−→bsj ,..., Mesvm−→bsj } ;
26 {v1,..., vl} ←− Match({locv1 ,... , locvm}, {

locpcri ,...,locpcri}, sizecz);
27 {πv1 ,...,πvl} ←− Calculate pay ({pvvi ,..., pvvl});
28 ∀ vi ∈ {v1,..., vl} : Send (Mesbj−→vi (πvi ,σ)) ;
3030 @Override
31 private Deploy()
32 Input: {Resp

v1−→bsj
msg ,..., Resp

vl−→bsj
msg } ;

33 Super.Deploy();
34 if Consensus()==true then
35 set(tpcc);
36 ∀ vi ∈ {pcr1,..., pcrn1}:

Send (Confbsj−→pcr (tpcci , contribi));
37 ∀ vi ∈ {pcc1,..., pccn2}:

Send (Confbsj−→vi(tpcc));
38 creation time ←− timestamp;
39 end
4141 @Override
42 private Invoke()
43 Input: {Fbpcr1−→bsj ,...,Fbpcrn1−→bsj }, {Fbpcc1−→bsj ,...,

Fbpccn2−→bsj } ;
44 Super.Invoke();
4646 @Override
47 private close()
48 Super.Close();

E. Close

No change is done in this function compared to the SSC.

VI. U TILITY -BASED DELEGATED BYZANTINE FAULT

TOLERANCE CONSENSUSPROTOCOL

Consensus processes should be carried to ensure that each
member of the consortium blockchain has a coherent and rec-
ognized of the whole ledger. To efficiently reach the consensus
in our scheme, we propose a Utility-based Delegated Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (U-DBFT) consensus protocol, which is
based on [37]. The consensus protocol comprises two steps:

(i) the consensus members and leader selection, and (ii) the
consensus process.

A. Consensus members and leader selection

The members of the consortium blockchain(BSs) have two
types of roles: simple members and consensus members. While
a consensus member can participate in consensus processes,
a simple member can only broadcast transactions into the
blockchain network and accept the validated blocks.

The selection of the consensus members is done according
to their utility values {Ubs1 , Ubs2 , ..., Ubs3 , ...Ubsn}, which
are calculated on the basis scores received from vehicles.
As shown in formula 4, the top(Ω) BSs with the highest
utility values are selected as consensus members. The set of
consensus members is denoted asΩ = {1,...,Ω}. We assume
that Ω >= 3f +1, where f is the maximum number of
malicious members in the consortium blockchain.

{bs1, ...bsΩ} = Max({Ubs1 , Ubs2 , ..., Ubs3 , ...Ubsn},Ω) (4)

As shown in formula 5,Ubsk , the utility of a bsk is the
average of the sum of scores calculated by PCR(s) and PCCs
weighted by their reputation values. It is worth mentioning
that depending on a PCP, a vehicle can be either a PCR or a
PCC. In addition, during their journey on the road, vehicles
can participate in several PCPs. Thus, before being out of the
coverage ofbsk, each vehicle sends its scoring values tobsj.

Ubsk =
1

nbscopcr
∗

nbscopcr
∑

i=1

(Reppcri ∗ Scorepcri)

+
1

nbscopcc
∗

nbscopcc
∑

j=1

(Reppccj ∗ Scorepccj )

(5)

nbscopcr andnbscopcc are the number of scores received from
PCRs and PCCs respectively.Scorepcri is the score given by
a pcri to bsk, which is calculated using formula 6. In this
formula,nb1pcp is the number of PCPs where the vehicle is
involved as a PCR. The score of absk is calculated based on
the average of the sum of values obtained in each executed
PCP. These values are the value to money(vm) given by
the formula 8, which assesses the monetary cost against the
location privacy obtained after executing a PCP, the processing
speed(ps) given by the formula 9, which assesses the speed
of establishing the SC, and the consensus speed of the block
(cs), given by the formula 10.

Scorepcr =

∑nb1pcp
i=1 (vmi + csi + psi)

nbpcp
(6)

On the other hand,Scorepcc is the score given by apcci to
bsk. As shown in the formula 7, apcc calculates the score
according to the average of the sum ofcs (formula 9) andps
(formula 10) values obtained after each PCP. Here,nb2pcp is
the number of PCPs where the vehicle is involved as a PCC.
Moreover, this score also takes into the account the number
of PCPs’ proposals(nbprop) received from thebsk.

Scorepcc =

∑nbpcp
i=1 (csi + psi)

nbpcp
+ nbprop (7)
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As aforementioned,vm is a metric to assess the monetary cost
against the location privacy level obtained executing a PCP.
vm is calculated using the following formula, wherepriv is
the obtained location privacy level, andpric is the price paid
for a given PCP.

vm =
priv

pric
(8)

ps is a metric to assess the effort taken by abs to establish
a SC, which includes the selection of the candidate vehicles
and sending/receiving messages.ps is calculated using the
following formula, wheretp is the effective processing time,
andmaxtp is the maximum expected time for processing.

ps =
maxtp − tp

maxtp

(9)

cs is the consensus speed, which is a metric defined to
measures how faster the consensus process was done from
the block production to the block insertion in the consortium
blockchain.cs is calculated using the following formula where
tc is the effective time for the consensus process andmaxtc

is the maximum taken for the consensus process of one block.

cs =
maxtc − tc

maxtc

(10)

A network operator who manages a set of BSs aims that their
BSs are part of the set of the consensus members to receive
coins for each performed consensus process. Thus, BSs will
do their best to increase their utility values for participating
in the consensus process. However, BSs will try to tamper the
score values of vehicles for increasing their utility and thereby
monopolizing the consensus process. For this reason, we also
propose to store the utility values into the ledger. The scores
of vehicles are broadcast to the blockchain. Each∆T2, the
utility values of BSs are calculated and a consensus process is
carried out to update the set of the consensus members (Ω).

In our scheme, the first leader is the member with the
highest utility value. After that, the leaderp is changed after
a each consensus process or if it fails during the current
consensus process. The selection of the next leaderp is
done according to a round-robin (circular) policy using the
following formula:

p = v mod Ω (11)

In Ω, the consensus members are in descending order
according to their utility values starting from index 0. Based on
[37] a viewv is a period of time in which a given consortium
member is the leader. In formula 11,v is an identifier of
a given period of time. Therefore, a view change means
switching to a different leader.

B. Consensus process

The consensus process runs by a consensus member(i)
is described in Algorithm 3. This algorithm describes the
consensus process applied to the blocks (the transactions and
states) related to a(SC). However, the same consensus process
is applied to the blocks related to the reputation and utility
values. Herets is a transaction record related to theSC, Υi,s is
a set ofSC ’s transactions validated by the consensus member

Algorithm 3: Utility-based DBFT Consensus Protocol

1 v ←− 0, k ←− 1 ;
33 Broadcast()
4 Input: transactiontx;
5 broadcast(tx);
77 Collect()
8 Input: transactionts;
9 if i ∈ Ω then

10 if (verify transaction (ts) == true) then
11 Υi,s ←− Υi,s ∪ ts;
12 end
13 if (all transactions of the contract are received)then
14 Φi,s ←− execute(s,Υi,s);
15 Bi,s ←− BuildBlock (Υi,s, Φi,s);
16 end
17 end
1919 Propose()
20 Input: block Bi,s ;
21 if leader(i) ==true then
22 broadcast (proposal,i, v, Bi,s, SigSKbsi

(H(Bi,s));
23 end
2525 Confirm()
26 Input: given blockBj,s;
27 if i ∈ Ω and leader(i) == falsethen
28 if VerifyBlock(Bj,s) == true and getState(Bj,s) ==

Φi,s then
29 Broadcast(Confirm,i, v, SigSKbsi

(H(Bj,s));
30 else
31 k ←− k + 1; vk ←− v + k;
32 Broadcast(Changeview,i, v, vk);
33 end
34 end
3636 Publish
37 Input: Message msg;
38 if Confirmation(msg) == true then
39 ConfirmMsg ++;
40 end
41 if ChangeView(msg,vk) == true then
42 ChgMsg ++;
43 end
44 if (ConfirmMsg>= Ω− f ) then
45 PublishBlock();
46 k ←− k + 1 ; vk ←− v + k ;
47 SelectNewLeader() by using formula 11; ;
48 end
49 if (t >= maxtc or (ChgMsg >= Ω− f ) then
50 SelectNewLeader() by using formula 11 ;
51 StartNextRound();
52 end

i. Φi,s is the updated state after the execution of SC with
the set of corresponded transactionsΥs. Bi is a local block
created by the consensus memberi, verify transaction(ts)
is a function to the verify the validity of a transactionts,
execute(Υi,s) is a function that locally executes the SC with
the corresponded transactionsΥi,s, BuildBlock (Υi,s, Φi,s) is
to build local block with the transaction setΥi,s and the state
set Φi,s. The consensus process then contains the following
steps:

1) Broadcast: When an SC is triggered between PCR(s)
and PCCs under the coverage ofbsj , this latter broadcasts
all the corresponded transactions into the whole consortium
blockchain for audit and verification.
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2) Collect: All consensus members collect all SC’s trans-
actions. Each transactionts is verified in step (10) and only
the validated transactions are added to the list of validated
transactionsΥi,s in step (11). Each consensus member waits to
receive all the SC’s transactions before it locally executes the
SC in step (14). The changed states after executing the SC are
saved in the local state ledger of each consensus member. All
validated transactions and states are ordered by the timestamp
and packaged into a block in step (15). Building a local block
by each consensus member significantly reduces the time
of verifying candidate blocks. Indeed, a no-leader consensus
member can verify a candidate block received from the leader
by simply comparing its local block with the candidate block.

3) Propose:After all non-leader consensus members have
finished building their local blocks, the leader consensus
member broadcasts a proposal to all non-leader consensus
members in step (22). This proposal includes leader’s identifier
(i), the viewv, the local block(Bi,s), and the hash value of
the block(H(Bi,s)) singed bySKbsi .

4) Confirm: Once a non-leader vehicle receives a candidate
block Bj,s, it first verifies its validity usingverifyBlock(),
then it uses the functiongetState() to retrieve the state of
the block for comparing it with its local stateΦi,s. If these
checks passed, each non-leader consensus member broadcasts
a confirmation message in step (29), which includes its iden-
tifier i, the view changev and the signature the hash of the
block (SigSKbsi

(H(Bj,s)). However, if the received block is
not valid, the view change will be triggered, where the next
view changevk is calculated in step (31). Therefore, the non-
leader consensus member will broadcast thechangeviewMsg
message in step (32), which includes non-leader’s identifier
(i), the current viewv, and the changed viewvk.

5) Publish: Each consensus member keeps counting the
number of received confirmations and the number of views
changesvk in steps (39) and (42) respectively. If the number
of received confirmation messages is no less(ω − f) mas-
sages from other distinct consensus members, the consensus
is reached and the block is ready to be published in the
blockchain. To ensure the tractability and verification, each
block is added in a chronological order into the blockchain and
includes a cryptographic hash to the prior block. To prepare
for the next consensus process, the view is changed in step
(46) and the next leader is selected in step (47) using the
formula 11. However, if the max period to reach the consensus
(maxtc) has passed or the number of received view change
messages with the samevk is at least(Ω − f) from distinct
consensus members, a new leader is selected in step (50) and
the next round of the consensus process will start in step (51).

VII. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme. We first evaluate the cooperative behavior in our
scheme. We then perform a monetary analysis on the payments
received by PCCs and the costs paid by PCRs considering both
SSCs and OSCs. In addition, we evaluate the time needed to
reach the consensus in the consortium blockchain and carry
out an analytic evaluation of the utility function used to select

the first leader in the set of the consensus members. Finally,
we formulate a security game to capture different attacker
behaviors in our scheme.

A. Cooperative behavior

We have carried out a set of simulations to evaluate the
cooperative behavior of vehicles in our scheme. We first study
the average number of cooperative vehicles inside PCPs in our
scheme compared to random and basic cooperation strategies.
We then evaluate the impact of variating both traffic density (ρ)
and the size of the candidature zone (sizeCZ) on the average
number of cooperative vehicles inside PCPs and the number of
performed PCPs respectively. Finally, we compare the number
of created SCs and the average number of vehicles per SC
considering both SSCs and OSCs.

TABLE III: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation duration 60 s
Transmission Range 500 m
Mobility Model krauß
Traffic density {60,80,100,120,140} veh/km
Initial privacy levels N (µ = 12, σ = 1.33)
Initial reputation values [0.1, 1]
Sensitivity parameters N (µ = 0.1, σ = 0.011)
Privacy threshold 5
sizeCZ {30, 60, 90} m
C 100 coins

These simulations are conducted using Veins simulation
Framework [38]. We considered the case of a freeway road. We
simulated a 3-lane straight road section of 3 Km. The mobility
of vehicles is generated using SUMO [39] and follows the
krauß mobility model [40]. As shown in Table III, we consider
that traffic density is ranging from 60 to 140 vehicles/km. The
initial reputation values of vehicles are randomly initialized
with values∈ [0.1, 1]. The privacy level values of vehicles
are initialized according to a normal distributionN (µ = 12,
σ = 1.33). To capture the location privacy level as a function
of the power of the adversary, we adopt the user-centric
model proposed in [13]. The loss of location privacy of
vehicles is modeled using a linear function, where the privacy
loss increases with time according to a sensitivity parameter,
0 < λi < 1. This maximum value of privacy loss is the
location privacy protection level achieved at the last PCP. The
loss of privacy is set to 0 after each PCP. In our simulations,
we consider that sensitivity values of vehicles are initialized
according to a normal distributionN (µ = 0.1, σ = 0.011).
Vehicles look to perform PCPs when their privacy levels are
close to the privacy threshold, which is set to 5. We also
consider different values ofsizeCZ. We run simulation several
times calculate the average value of 95% confidence interval.

Figure 4 compares the average number of cooperative
vehicles inside PCPs in our scheme with two cooperative
strategies: random and basic. The random strategy represents
a naive cooperative behavior, where vehicles take the cooper-
ation decision without considering their self-interests. In the
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basic cooperative strategy, vehicles participate in the PCPonly
if their privacy levels go blow the privacy threshold. The
results show that the average number of cooperative vehicles
in our scheme is higher than the random and basic strategies
whatever the traffic density is.

Fig. 4: The average number of cooperative vehicles per PCP
as a function of traffic density comparing our scheme with
two cooperation strategies (sizeCZ = 60 m)

In Figure 5, we evaluate the impact of variating thesizeCZ

on the average number of cooperative vehicles per PCP over
different traffic densities. Our results show that the number of
cooperative vehicles increases withsizeCZ. However, num-
bers remain stable over different traffic density levels. This is
mainly due to the predefined parameters of the mobility model
such as the safety distance and changing lane strategies, which
prevents having more vehicles in CZs when the traffic density
increases. This leads to an increase in the number of performed
PCPs with the increase of the traffic density, as we can see in
Figure 6. Indeed, the smaller the CZs, the faster the number
of the performed PCPs increases with the traffic density.

Fig. 5: The average number of cooperative vehicles per PCP
as a function of traffic density variatingsizeCZ

In our previous evaluations, we consider that PCPs only
run under SSCs. In the following evaluation, we com-
pare two scenarios: (i) PCPs running under SSCs, and (ii)
PCPs running under OSCs. The scikit-learn python library
(https://scikit-learn.org) is used to run k-means clustering with
k = 4 to create groups of PCRs associated with OSCs. Figure
7 (a) shows the number of PCRs per each OSC. Figure 7 (b)
compares the number of SCs created in each scenario. The

Fig. 6: The number of performed PCPs as a function of traffic
density variatingsizeCZ

results show that using OSCs, our scheme can save more 65%
of the total number of SCs. In addition, Figure7 (c) shows
that the average number of cooperative vehicles inside PCPs
is higher when using OSCs. These results confirm that OSCs
allows reducing the number of SCs managed by the scheme
and increase the privacy level obtained in PCPs.

B. Monetary analysis

In this section, we perform monetary analysis of payments
received by PCPs and the cost paid by PCRs under SSCs and
OSCs. Figure 9 shows the payments received by five PCCs in
three different PCPs.

TABLE IV: The privacy levels and reputation values of five
vehicles in three different PCPs

PCC1 PCC2 PCC3 PCC4 PCC5

PCP1 Privacy level 16.84 3.45 11 2.21 7.58
Reputation value 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2

PCP2 Privacy level 16 2.81 1.38 9.91 3.9
Reputation value 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.7 1

PCP3 Privacy level 7.94 5.18 5.18 16.36 6.3
Reputation value 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2

These payments are calculated using formula 1 based on
the privacy levels and reputation values given in Table IV.
As we can see, the higher payments are given to vehicles
with high reputation values and high privacy levels. Thus, to
increase their payments, vehicles always try to increase their
reputation values and participate in PCPs even if their privacy
levels are high. Figure 8 compares the average payment and
privacy level received by PCCs and the cost paid by a PCR
under both SSCs and OSCs. As shown in Table V, if a PCR
performs a PCP under an SSC, only five PCCs will cooperate
with it. However, if the same PCR performs a PCP under
OSC, three other PCRs and 27 PCCs will participate in this
PCP. Figure 8 (a) compares the average payment received by
a PCC both under a SSC and an OSC. As we can see, the
average payment received by a PCC is higher under an SSC
than under an OSC. However, as shown in Figure 8 (b), the
privacy level obtained by a PCC under an OSC is higher than
the obtained under an SSC.
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Fig. 9: The payment of five vehicles in three different PCPs
(ρ = 100 veh/km, sizeCZ = 60 m, C = 100 coins)

TABLE V: Comparison of the number of PCR(s) and PCCs
under a SSC and a OSC

Total price (C) Type of Smart Contract PCR(s) PCCs

100 SSC 1 5
OSC 4 27

Figure 8 (c) compares the price paid by one PCR (PCR3)
under both an SSC and an OSC. As we see, the price paid by
PCR3 under an OSC is more 80% lower than the price paid
under an OSC.

C. Blockchain analysis

In this section, we first evaluate the consensus time in the
consortium blockchain and carry out an analytic evaluation for
selecting the first leader in the set of the consensus members.
Then, we study the implementation of the proposed scheme
in a real case. To calculate the average time to reach the
consensus, we run an implementation of the DBFT consensus

protocol developed using Python programming language in a
machine equipped with a CPU (Intel i5 2.6 GHz) and 8 GO
of RAM.

Fig. 10: The average consensus time in the consortium
blockchain (milliseconds)

Figure 10 illustrates the consensus time related to one
PCP. In this Figure, for each curve, we fixed the number of
consortium members and variated the number of transactions
up 30. These transactions are generated after the execution of
a SC to transfer coins/or to apply penalties. The reason why
we limited the number of transactions to 30, is that the number
of transactions is depending on the number of cooperative
vehicles inside the PCPs. Indeed, as Figures 4 and 5 show
the max number of cooperative vehicles in a PCP can achieve
13 when sizecz = 90m. Also, since an OSC can involve
multiple PCPs and PCRs, this number of transactions can
reach 30. Figure 10 shows a linear increase in the consensus
time with the number of transactions. They also show that
the consensus time increases with the number of consensus
members. However, the consensus is reached in a short time.
Indeed, it takes only 1.6 seconds to reach a consensus for a
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block with 30 transactions and 10 consensus members.
In the following, we consider a consortium blockchain

consists of four consortium members under different traffic
densities and CZ sizes. We have run a numeral evaluation
to calculate their utility values for determining the first leader
that initiates the consensus process. In this evaluation, the fixed
parameters are set as follows:maxtp = 1 s,maxtc = 0.14 s,
nbprop = 1, andC = 100 coins. Figure 11 shows the utility
values of the consensus members calculated using the formula
5. The obtained results show that BS3 has the highest utility
value among the consensus members. Thus, it will be select
as the first leader.

Fig. 11: The utility value of four consensus members under
different traffic densities and candidature zone sizes.

We also consider Luxembourg as a case of the application of
our scheme. In 2020, Luxembourg has started the deployment
of 5G. The first stage of deployment will mainly cover
Luxembourg City [41]. The official geoportal of Luxembourg
shows the distribution of BSs in Luxembourg city [42]. Among
around 750 BSs deployed in the whole country, around 100
BSs are deployed in Luxembourg City. The city also counts
around 288 thousand vehicles between local vehicles, buses,
and transit vehicles circulating in the city over the 24 hours
[43]. During the peak hour (8 am) more than 4.7 thousand
vehicles can be found on the road, while at midnight (lull
hour), around 700 vehicles left on roads. In the following,
we estimate the number of requests that arrives from PCRs,
the number of PCPs executed, and the consensus time by BS.
We consider that vehicles are uniformly distributed over BSs.
Therefore at the peak hour, we count around 470 vehicles per
BS, while at the lull hour, only 70 vehicles can be found under
a BS. We also consider that the privacy levels of vehicles are
distributed according to a normal distribution with a mean
equals the common desired privacy level of drivers. Given
that vehicles tend to request for a PCP if their privacy levels
go below the average, half of the vehicles under a BS can
request for PCP (235 PCRs at the peak hour, 70 PCRs at
the lull hour). However, as shown in Figure 12, the number
of PCRs’ requests that can arrive at the BS depends on the
probability that PCRs request support from the scheme. In
addition, the number of PCPs to be executed is limited to the
number of vehicles monitored by the BS. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 4, if we considersizeCZ = 60 m and the traffic density
= 100 veh/km, the number of collaborative of vehicle inside

the PCPs equals to 7. Thus at the peak hour, only 68 PCPs
need be executed to ensure privacy protection, while in the lull
hour 10 PCPs need to be executed. As shown in Figure 12,
if the request probability of PCRs is around 0.3, all PCPs are
executed with the support of the scheme.

Fig. 12: Potential number of PCRs’ requests versus the prob-
ability of request

We also estimate consensus time under SSC and OSC. We
consider that 10% of 100 the BSs deployed in the city are
part of the consortium blockchain, which explains the number
of consortium members considred in Figure 10. Table VI,
compares cumulative consensus time under SSCs with the
consensus time under an OSC for peak hour and the lull hour.
The results show that in the peak hour, OSC takes a longer
consensus time compared to SSCs. However, in lull hour the
results show the consensus time under an OSC is close to
SSCs. The consensus time can be enhanced further in the real
deployment of the scheme with the high performance of 5G
BS [44], and the ultra-low latency offered by 5G networks.

TABLE VI: Comparison of consensus time for peak and lull
hour under SSCs and a OSC

Type of Smart Contract Peak hour Lull hour
SSCs 14.28s 2.10s
OSC 49.58s 5.19s

D. Security Game Model

In this section, we propose a security game model to capture
different attacker behaviors. We consider two kinds of players,
the security agent that is activated at each vehicle and BS to
monitor its neighbors vehicles and BS, and malicious vehicles
and infected BSs that execute the attacks defined in subsection
III.C including internal and DoS. We note that,Ψj andΨi are
the security agent and attacker players, respectively, where i
∈ {1,...,N}, and N is the number of attackers that attack the
playerΨj, and j∈ {1,..., M}, and M is the number of security
agents that monitor the playerΨi. The playersΨi andΨj have

a set of strategies defined respectively asζ(Ψi) = {Ψi
′

i |i
′

=

1, . . . , n′} andζ(Ψj) = {Ψj
′

j |j
′

= 1, . . . ,m′}, where n’ and m’
are the maximum number of strategies. The strategies of player
Ψi are the number of attacks executed by the attackers against
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the legitimate vehicles and BSs. The strategies of playerΨj are
the number of monitored vehicles and BSs that are suspected
to execute the malicious behaviors cited above. Let,xi′ be the
probability of playerΨi to execute the strategyΨi′

i andyj′ be
the probability of playerΨj to launch the strategyΨj′

j ; where
∑n′

i′=1 xi′ = 1 and
∑m′

j′=1 yj′ = 1. The utility functions of the
playersΨi andΨj are shown in formulas 12 and 13.

ut
Ψj

(t) = yj′ ∗

(

EDt − (FP t + FN t)

T t

)

− CostΨj
. (12)

ut
Ψi
(t) = xi′ ∗

(

(FP t + FN t)− EDt

T t

)

− CostΨi
(13)

Here,EDt is the expected detection rate against the attackers
that suspected to occur, andFP t andFN t are respectively
the false positive and false negative rates against the suspected
attacks, e.g.,Ψj suspects the legitimate non-cooperative vehi-
cle (and BS) as an attacker and vice versa.T t is the total
number of malicious vehicles (and BSs) that occur and target
the playerΨj. CostΨj

is the required cost of playerΨj to
achieve a high level of security, highEDt, while generating
low FN t andFP t. CostΨi

is the required cost of playerΨi

to execute attacks strategiesζΨi
against the playerΨj. Here,

CostΨj
andCostΨi

∈ ]0,1]. In the proposed non-cooperative

game, the playersΨj run their optimal strategiesΨ∗j′

j for
detecting the malicious playersΨi by taken into account the
best responses of these non-cooperative playersΨi, while the
malicious vehicles (and BSs)Ψi run their optimal strategies
Ψ∗i′

i for executing the attacks by taken into account the best
responses of the cooperative playersΨj . It is noted, the best
response of playerΨj is the accuracy of detecting the attacks,
i.e., the EDt is high and the best response of playerΨi

is executing the attacks againstΨj , without being detected,
i.e., the FP t and FN t are high. Therefore, the strategies
couple (Ψ∗j′

j , Ψ∗i′

i ) executed by the playersΨj andΨi are
determined by computing the optimal coordinates (δ∗1, δ∗2)
defined as a Nash Equilibrium (NE) point [45], which is equal
to:

δ∗1 = argmax
yj′

ut
Ψj

(t)

δ∗2 = argmax
xi′

ut
Ψi
(t)

(14)

From formula 14, we conclude that whenut
Ψi
(t) is equal to

argmaxxi′
ut
Ψi
(t), the attackerΨi executes an attack such

malicious PCR, PCC or BS against the playerΨj. In this
case, the security agentΨj categorizes the playerΨi as a
malicious vehicle (or malicious BS), i.e.,ut

Ψj
(t) is equal to

argmaxyj′
ut
Ψj

(t). As shown in Figure 13, we vary the number
of iterations from 10 to 40 iterations, where at each iteration
each player aims to maximize its utility function and minimize
the utility function of its opponent, i.e., the security agent
aims to decreaseEDt, while FP t andFN t are taken into
account and attacker focus to increase theFP t and FN t

and decreaseEDt. By increasing the number of iterations,
we found that there is a point of intersection of two curves
(related to the functionsut

Ψi
(t) andut

Ψj
(t), which is defined a

Nash equilibrium point, (ut
Ψj

(t), ut
Ψi
(t)). Therefore, when this

equilibrium point is reached the security agent categorizes the
malicious vehicles (or BS) with a high accuracy, i.e., detection
rate and false positive rates are equals respectively to 100%
and 0%.

Fig. 13: Nash equilibrium solution

VIII. D ISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the incentive techniques proposed
by our scheme. We then perform security, privacy and fairness
analyses. Finally, we compare between SSCs and OSCs and
give some recommendations.

A. Incentive techniques

In our scheme, several incentive techniques have been
proposed to stimulate non-cooperative vehicles. As shown
in Algorithm 1 (step 9), the SC pushes vehicles to keep
their reputation values positive to be able to request for
a PCP. In addition, since the payments received by PCCs
depend on their reputation values and their privacy levels,
vehicles always try to increase their reputation values and
cooperate even when their privacy levels are high to get
higher payments. OSCs are another reason for vehicles to
increase their reputation values through cooperation. Indeed,
since the price paid by PCCs under OSCs depends on their
reputation, vehicles should maintain their reputation values
high to pay less when OSCs are performed. Moreover, since
the consensus members are selected based on their utility,
BSs will work to execute efficient PCPs to participate in the
consensus processes and get coins. Also, the results show
that our scheme allows more cooperative vehicles at PCPs
than MPSVLP. Indeed, while our scheme can motivate more
than six vehicles whensizeCZ equals 60m, MPSVLP can
only motivate between three and four vehicles in a CZ of
more than 100 m. Our scheme fulfills incentive and budget
proprieties: (i) Individual Rationality (IR): since both PCR
and PCCs will receive positives utilities in terms of privacy
protection level and monetary gain respectively, (ii) Incentive
compatibility (IC): since the payment of PCCs is calculated
with the same formula (formula 1) whatever the smart contract
is, and (iii) Budget balance (BB): since the request for a PCP
is controlled by the vehicle according to its budget. In other
words, vehicles can manage their requests for PCPs to ensure
that their generated profits are always positive.
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B. Security, Privacy & Fairness Analyses

Our scheme provides a set of security checks to thwart
attackers defined in Section III. For thwarting malicious PCRs,
the SC verifies the PCR’s balance every time it receives its
request for a PCP. If a PCR sends a request without having
enough coins in its balance, the SC refuses the request and
decreases the PCR’s reputation value. The smart contract also
moves a deposit from the PCR’s balance to the contract
address for ensuring the payments of PCPs. Moreover, a
penalty is applied if the PCR violates any contract clause.
For thwarting malicious PCCs, the SC requires PCCs to move
deposits from their balances to the contract address. Penalties
and reputation decreases are applied to PCCs in the case
of non-respect of SC clauses. Our scheme is also thwarting
malicious BSs, which try to tamper data to increase their utility
for being consensus members. Indeed, our scheme stores all
relevant data such as reputation values, scores, and utility
values in the blockchain, which cannot be modified without
a consensus process. Moreover, our scheme is based on a
resilience consensus protocol where the consensus can be
reached even that almost the third of BSs are faulty/malicious
nodes. Attackers with fake identifiers cannot join the consor-
tium, since members should be authenticated with the CA.
Furthermore, our scheme ensures accurate detection of internal
and DoS attacks thanks to a game theory-based defense
mechanism proposed in subsection VII-D. On the other hand,
location privacy preservation of vehicles in the consortium
blockchain is ensured since pseudonyms are used as sources
of transactions and as account addresses as well. PCRs cannot
link between two consecutive pseudonyms of PCCs. However,
BSs can only link between two pseudonyms of the same
vehicle for matching the feedback messages received by the
invoke function with the SC. But since not all PCPs are
executed with the support of our scheme, BSs cannot con-
tinually link all the pseudonyms of the vehicles. In addition,
in our scheme, the accountability is maintained since only
the CA can link between real identifiers of vehicles and their
corresponding pseudonyms. Our scheme also ensures fairness
at different levels: (i) As shown in formula 1, the payment of
PCC is performed according to its current privacy level and
reputation value, which ensures a fair payment system that
rewards PCCs for their sacrifice and their cooperative behavior,
(ii) as shown in formula 3, the contribution of each PCR in the
total price of the PCP is computed according to its reputation,
which is also fair since it makes sure that PCCs with higher
reputation values contribute less in the total price, and (iii) As
shown in formula 5, the calculation of utility of BS takes into
the account the reputation values of vehicles, which ensures
fair weights of vehicles’ feedback used in the calculation of
utility values. On the other hand, there is no fairness issue
if certain vehicles travel more than the others. Since as long
as vehicles are traveling, they will have more opportunities to
participate PCPs but also their privacy levels will decrease.

C. SSC vs OSC

Our scheme proposes two types of smarts contracts: SSCs
and OSCs. Our evaluation results show that OSCs allows

reducing the number of SCs managed by the scheme and
decreasing the costs paid by PCRs compared to SSCs. They
also show that while the payment received by a PCC under
an OSC is lower than the payment received under an SSC,
the location privacy level is better under an OSC. However,
the creation of OSCs takes more longer than SSCs since BSs
need to wait a certain time collecting requests for PCRs, which
may result in an excessive delay for executing PCPs on time.
Therefore, our recommendations are to adapt the duration of
PCRs’ requests collection (∆T1) according to the number of
requests and the maximum time allowed to execute the PCP.
The results also show that OCSs have a longer consensus time
than SSCs, especially peak traffic hours.

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel a consortium blockchain-based
cooperative location privacy scheme for 5G-enabled Vehicular
Fog computing. Leveraging SCs and combining monetary
and reputation incentive techniques, our scheme ensures suc-
cessful, trusted, and secure Pseudonym Changing Processes
(PCPs). Our scheme is privacy-persevering and leverages a
resilient and lightweight consensus protocol, which provides
fast and reliable consensus processes. Moreover, our scheme
provides standard (SSCs) and optimized (OSCs) SCs. While
OSCs can provide better location privacy levels and efficient
monetary cost management, the delay of the creation of OSCs
can lead to PCPs’ failures. In this vein, our future work
will investigate adaptive techniques that consider additional
parameters such as mobility and traffic density in the creation
of OSCs.
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